Create a development like no one else’s.
Your single-source supplier of unique site development, landscape and architectural products.

For a unique development, one company has distinguished itself above the rest: Contech Engineered Solutions LLC. Guided by more than a century of stringent research and practical field experience, Contech offers the full breadth of site solutions – solutions that are designed to help you differentiate your development, design and build faster, maximize the use of your land, and, as a result, save significantly in total installed cost. From bridges, retaining walls and soil stabilization to stormwater, sanitary and drainage systems and wastewater treatment, Contech products are used coast to coast for both initial development and rehabilitation of structures and sites.

Centrally headquartered in West Chester, Ohio, Contech oversees the activities of more than 50 offices nationwide, 200 sales and engineering professionals and close to 50 manufacturing facilities. To complete our portfolio of site solutions, we have strategic alliances with major civil engineering product manufacturers across the country.

What does all this mean for you? All of these resources are standing by, at the ready, to help you quickly pinpoint the solution that’s precisely right for you. Call 1-800-322-1122 or visit www.ContechES.com, anytime, anyplace.
Forget the cookie-cutter.

In a world where the cookie-cutter reigns supreme, one sure way to get the competitive edge remains: Design and build a development precisely like no one’s. From picking a signature bridge that adds that certain something, to molding a landscape that is pleasing to the eye, Contech products can help bring your aesthetic and structural vision to life.

One bridge does not span all. Fortunately, we span all bridges.

**Talk about choice.** Vehicular and Pedestrian Bridge Systems from Contech Engineered Solutions offer a full range of aluminum, steel and concrete arch solutions. Contech Vehicular bridges, for example, include such acclaimed systems as BEBO®, CON/SPAN®, U.S. Bridge®, SUPER-SPAN® and BridgeCor®. Contech Pedestrian Bridges meanwhile, include such time-honored systems as our Continental truss bridges with over 10 different styles from which to choose. Consider: On this side are your engineering requirements; on the other, your aesthetic requirements. With so many flexible systems to choose from, no companies can bridge the gap as quickly or cost-effectively as Contech.

P.S. For that distinctive final touch, utilize Keystone Retaining Wall Systems®; they make attractive, cost-effective head or abutment walls for those special, centerpiece projects.

Will the uniqueness of your development stand the test of time? It will, if you utilize solutions from Keystone Retaining Wall Systems. Keystone products, from Contech Engineered Solutions, feature an interlocking fiberglass pin system, ensuring positive connections between structured wall units and soil reinforcements. Keystone Retaining Wall Systems, combined with positive pin connections and soil reinforcement geogrids, deliver rock-solid stability and proven performance. Incredibly popular, Keystone products offer unrivaled aesthetic options. Available in a multitude of colors and face textures, Keystone simplifies the creation of distinctive patterns, making it easy for you to establish a visual theme that is striking, yet consistent, throughout your entire development. In other words, no more same old, same old.

Retaining Wall Systems. Help the ground stand its ground.
Fast and steady wins the race.

Just because reality says you have to build fast, doesn’t mean that you can’t dream big. Contech products allow you to use the industry’s best products, without having to sacrifice time. That’s because, from the get-go, Contech products are designed with ease of installation, ease of use and ease of maintenance in mind.

Prefabricated bridge systems.

We all want options. Contech Engineered Solutions has a vast array of vehicular and pedestrian bridges. But did you know that many of them are prefabricated? It’s true. That means they take significantly less time to install. Site preparation takes less time and consequently, costs are reduced too. Some even eliminate the need for costly piers and time-consuming environmental permitting. Contech prefabricated bridges are found in residential neighborhoods and parks, on golf courses and wilderness trails, high above city streets connecting buildings, and throughout industrial complexes. Contech prefabricated bridges are designed to ship in sections for fast and efficient installation. In most cases, Contech bridges can be installed and ready for traffic in a matter of a few short days. No wonder Contech is the leader in time and cost-efficient bridge systems.

Foundation is critical.

Shoring up your defenses? Shoring up a shore or lining a channel? Consider ArmorFlex, a flexible, interlocking matrix of concrete blocks, cabled together longitudinally. A proven alternative to dumped stone riprap, gabions and structural concrete, ArmorFlex is easy to install, environmentally acceptable, and one of the most popular systems used today to control erosion caused by hydraulic forces.

Erosion just happens through time, nature and the elements, but Contech can help delay the negative impact that happens to piers and stabilizing posts with A-Jacks - interlocking precast blocks. Feel like a kid again playing with some oversized jacks while you’re at it!
Maximize Land Value.

These days, it seems like the only thing shrinking faster than budgets is available land. Fortunately, Contech offers an array of solutions to maximize your land use and the return on your investment. Whether it’s stabilizing your grade or treating and storing stormwater below ground, we help you make the most of your above ground area. Contech delivers.

**Treatment Solutions.** Use your land the way you want to.

Contech offers an array of solutions to maximize your land use and return on investment. Whether it’s stabilizing your grade, managing stormwater, or treating wastewater, we help you make the most of your above ground area.

Stormwater management systems from Contech Engineered Solutions can help you increase the value of your development by creating more usable land for building or amenities. Unlike ponds which can be unsightly and potentially unsafe, Contech treatment systems collect, store, treat and release stormwater below ground. These systems can be installed beneath parking lots, streets or grassy areas, giving you more space to use for features that add value to your development - a garden, picnic area, play area, gazebo, or fountain.

Regardless of your project’s objectives and constraints, our team of Stormwater Design Engineers, Regulatory Managers and local Stormwater Consultants are here to help. Every stormwater treatment product is backed by the most comprehensive lab, field and independent testing in the industry to ensure we have the product to meet your local regulations. Contech stormwater systems include the Stormwater Management StormFilter®, Vortechs®, CDS®, Jellyfish® Filter, Terre Arch®, ChamberMaxx®, Filterra® Bioretention, UrbanGreen® Rainwater Harvesting and Magellan® Wastewater Treatment systems.

The result – an efficient design process, the right product, more land space savings and faster permitting.

**Earth Stabilization Solutions.** Never lose ground after you break it.

Contech Engineered Solutions offers a number of unique solutions that will help fortify infrastructure, securing soil and grade change reinforcement. Keystone Retaining Wall Systems®, for example, feature an interlocking fiberglass pin system, ensuring a strong and durable connection. Keystone systems come in a variety of sizes, textures and colors. Contech ANCHOR WALLS™, the first all-steel approach to construction of shoreline walls, combine a unique blend of cost efficiencies and pleasing aesthetics. Other sought-after systems include ArmorFlex® articulating concrete block systems, ArmorLoc®, A-Jacks®, gabions and Pyramat®. So rest assured, Contech has an outstanding solution for virtually every infrastructure need.
Every developer knows that what you build is only as good as the foundation on which you build it. That’s why so many developers rely on Contech infrastructure solutions. From grade change systems to sanitary sewer systems to stormwater drainage systems and more, Contech remains the outstanding choice for outstanding infrastructure.

**Sanitary Sewer Systems.**

*A direct pipeline to spotless performance.*

Case in point: Contech’s DuroMaxx® steel reinforced PE pipe and A-2000™ PVC pipe offer superior strength and joint tightness and have gained wide acceptance based upon performance and economic advantages when contrasted with more conventional drainage pipe materials. TRUSS PIPE® has over 40 years of in-service use and nearly a million of feet installed. These three pipe products represent the leading edge in sanitary sewer pipe technology with an impressive record of field proven performance.

**Culvert & Drainage Systems.**

*Any other drainage solution would just be money going down one.*

No two drainage issues are alike. That’s why Contech Engineered Solutions provides the optimal solution designed to meet multiple criteria. Contech offers various products and materials, so you can implement the ideal drainage plan for your unique challenges. Each solution is designed for maximum hydraulic efficiency, durability and, of course, cost efficiency. Easy to install, use and maintain, Contech drainage solutions include Slotted Drain, ULTRA FLO®, HEL-COR® and SmoothCor™ pipe – all with a variety of materials available for lasting durability and performance, including galvanized, Aluminized Steel Type 2 and polymer coated. Our plastic solutions include – DuroMaxx®, A2™ Liner and A-2000™ sanitary and storm sewer pipe. Choose the industry’s reigning drainage and culvert solution - Contech.
Contech, A Partner You Can Build On.

Contech has formed relationships with the nation’s biggest builders. Whether you want to work through a design-supply consulting agreement, preferred vendor arrangement, rebate program or on a project-by-project basis, we can accommodate your needs. Find out why so many of the nation’s most respected home builders call Contech their trusted business partner.

Which solution is right for you?
Contact Contech.
1-800-338-1122
ww.ContechES.com

Contech Engineered Solutions LLC
9025 Centre Pointe Drive, Suite 400
West Chester, OH 45069